
BRIGHT IDEAS
IN ACRYLIC





BLACK&LED
INTRODUCTION

BLACK & LED It is a cell cast acrylic sheet that when it is illuminated by led lights acquires 
faithfully the color of the light source.

BLACK & LED And led light technology make possible any aplication imaginable, projecting 
modernity and versatility.
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APLICATIONS
3D APLICATIONS

-It can be used indoor and
 outdoor.

-Signs.

-Point of purchase display.

-Art, design and architecture
 based on light.

-Acquires the color of the 
 light source.



Sheet size: 48” x 96” (2.44 x 1.22 m)

Thicknesess: 0.118” & 0.177”

Elegant at day, versatile at night; it is BLACK&LED

LED&COLOR
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SIZES & THICKNESESS
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LUXO

LUXO is a new acrylic sheet with higher light transmission properties compared to other white 
tones available in the market, LUXO has a bright white color that is highlighted when it is illumi-
nated with white or color light from led light.

LUXO has one glossy side and a matte finish side which allows a more uniform light diffusion 
and prevents the light source to show the “pin point” effect.

INTRODUCTION
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APLICATIONS

-It can be used indoor and
 outdoor.
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-Point of purchase display.

-Art, design and architecture
 based on light.

-Acquires the color of the 
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Modern white, even tone; it is LUXO

LED&COLOR

Sheet size: 48” x 96” (2.44 x 1.22 m)

Thicknesess: 0.118” & 0.177”

LUXO Has a glossy side and a matte 
finish side.

SIZES & THICKNESESS
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EDGELIT

EDGELIT is a clear acrylic that when is lighted with leds allows a uniform light transmittance on its 
edges and or laser engravements.

EDGELIT was created to maximaze the benefits of the led technology covering the needs of a 
modern market in lighting advertasing, architecture, design and art industries.
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-Clear material.

-It can be used indoor and
 outdoor.

-Signs.

-Point of purchase display.

-Art, design and architecture
 based on light.

-The light is transmitted evenly
at the edges.

APLICATIONS
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Bright feelings, ACRYLIC AND LIGHT

LED&COLOR

Sheet size: 48” x 96” (2.44 x 1.22 m)                                  Thicknesess: 0.236” 

SIZES & THICKNESESS



www.chemcast.com.mx

Phone Fax

International 52(722) 279 6800 52(722) 279 6819

USA 1877 818 3716 1877 818 3718

Canada 1866 403 5238 1866 403 5239


